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CJSC Stroytransgaz Signs Major Truck Deal with Mercedes-Benz 
 

CJSC Stroytransgaz increased its Mercedes-Benz truck fleet by 2.2. times having secured one 
of the biggest deals for new equipment purchasing. Between June 21 and July 18 the company 
signed a number of contracts for supplies of 160 Actros 3341 AK 6х6 AWD dump trucks. As a 
result, the number of Mercedes trucks rose to 293 vehicles, while total CJSC Stroytransgaz fleet 
grew by over 6 per cent. It currently totals over 2,700 units excluding mobile buildings and 
facilities. 

The specialized subsidiary of the company – STG –AvtoTrans LLC – is in charge of the 
vehicles.  

CJSC Stroytransgaz owns a strong and technologically advanced fleet from leading global 
manufacturers, such as CRC-Evans, Liebherr, Lincoln Electric and Mercedes-Benz. Every year, the 
company invests in the renovation and expansion of its fleet. In 2012, our fleet grew by 
approximately 20%. We plan to maintain this trend, guaranteeing high quality and productivity for 
our clients.  

"CJSC Stroytransgaz delivers large-scale and complex projects in mountainous and restrictive 
terrain, and in permafrost regions. We have been recognized in the market as a reliable partner 
that guarantees safety, quality and advanced technology regardless of climate or operating 
conditions. The new contract with Mercedes-Benz proves again that our company is stably 
developing and the strategy to expand the portfolio of contracts is being successfully 
implemented," said Anton Ray, CJSC Stroytransgaz CEO. 

 
# # # 

CJSC Stroytransgaz is one of Russia’s leading construction companies that provides 
Engineering, Procurement, Construction and Maintenance services related to large-scale 
infrastructure projects in the global oil and gas industry. The company has been part of such 
projects as ESPO, BPS-2, the Bovanenkovo-Ukhta pipeline, and the Southern Corridor. For more 
information, visit www.stg.ru 

The Mercedes-Benz Actros is the one of the most successful heavy-duty truck in the world 
with around 800,000 vehicles sold since its market launch in 1996. Now Mercedes-Benz sells third 
generation of Actros trucks. 
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